
Fxmeta Trade Partner Agreement 

Fxmetatrade itself and on behalf of Fxmeta trade and _________________ (“Trading Partner”) enter 

into this Trading Partner Agreement (“Agreement”) in London United Kingdom, on ____________, 

201__. 

 

Background and Intent 

 

A. Trading Partner is a Covered Entity (health plan, clearinghouse, health care provider) or business 

associate acting on behalf of a Covered Entity, that transmits and exchanges health information in 

electronic form in connection with Transactions covered by 45 CFR Parts 160 and 162. 

B. Trading Partner intends to conduct electronic Transactions with Fxmetatrade. 

C. Trading Partner will perform certain functions that Fxmetarade requires according to HIPAA’s 

Transaction standards and this Agreement. 

D. Fxmetatrade is willing to exchange data in electronic Transactions with Trading Partner in compliance 

with HIPAA, including requirements for Trading Partner Agreements in 45 CFR Section 162.915. 

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE INTENT, TERMS AND CONDITIONS, THE PARTIES AGREE AS 

FOLLOWS: 

Terms and Conditions 

 

1. Definitions 

Capitalized terms in this Agreement have the same meaning and use as in 45 CFR, Parts 160 and 162. 

Specific definitions used in this Agreement are: 

1.1. Breach or Security Breach has the same meaning given to the term “breach of security” in Section 

13407 of the HITECH provisions of ARRA (42 U.S.C. § 17937) and involves the acquisition, access, Use, or 

Disclosure of Unsecured PHI/ePHI in a manner not permitted under HIPAA Rules that compromises the 

Security or Privacy of PHI/ePHI. 

1.2. Companion Guide means a supplement to CMS Implementation Guides and provides information 

about the requirements for the exchange of electronic data with AultCare. 

1.3. Data Condition means the rule describing the circumstances under which a Covered Entity must use 

a particular Data Element or Segment. 



1.4. Data Element means the smallest named unit of information in a Transaction. 

1.5. Disclosure means the release, transfer, provision of, access to, or divulging in any other manner of 

information outside the entity holding the information. 

1.6. Electronic Data Transaction Standards and Code Sets mean the standards authorized by Section 

1171 through 1179 of the Social Security Act, Title 45 CFR, and adopted in the Federal Register for 

electronic Transactions and for code sets used in those Transactions, as well as the requirements for 

used of those standards. 

1.7. Maximum Defined Data set means all of the required data elements for a particular standard based 

on a specific implementation specification. 

1.8. Operating Rules mean the necessary business rules and guidelines for the electronic exchange of 

information that are not defined by a standard or its implementation specifications as adopted for 

purposes of 45 CFR, Part 162]. 

1.9. Security Incident means the attempted or successful, unauthorized access, Use, Disclosure, 

modification, or destruction of information or interference with system operations in an information 

system. 

 

1.10. Segment means a group of related data elements in a Transaction. 

1.11. Standard Transaction means a Transaction that complies with any applicable standard and 

associated operating rules adopted under 45 CFR, Part 162. 

 

1.12 Transaction means the transmission of information between two parties to carry out financial or 

administrative activities related to health care, including the following types of transmissions: (1) health 

care claims or equivalent encounter information; (2) health care payment and remittance advise; (3) 

coordination of benefits; (4) health care claim status; (5) enrollment and disenrollment in a health plan; 

(6) eligibility for a health plan; (7) health plan premium payments; (8) referral certification and 

authorization; (9) first report of injury; (10) health claims attachments; and (11) other Transactions that 

the Secretary may prescribe by regulation. 

 

1.13. Use means, with respect to individually identifiable health information, the sharing, employment, 

application, utilization, examination, or analysis of such information within an entity that maintains that 

information. 

2. Relationship 

 



2.1. This arms-length Agreement is between independent parties. Neither Fxmetatrade nor Trading 

Partner is an employer, employee, agent, or joint-venture of the other. 

2.2. Neither party is authorized to enter into any contract with a third party that binds the other. 

2.3. Except as permitted by this Agreement, Trading Partner may not assign this Agreement to an 

unrelated third party without Fxmetatrade prior written notice and consent. Fxmetatrade may assign 

this Agreement to any related or affiliated entity. 

2.4. Unless provided by thou Agreement, there are no intended express or implied third-party 

3.  Beneficiaries. 

3.1 Trading Partner itself, or through a business associate acting on Trading Partner’s behalf, may 

arrange for Clearinghouse services to translate the Transactions within the meaning of the HIPAA 

Transactions Rule 45 CFR §162.900 et seq. 

3.2. If Trading Partner uses a Clearinghouse in connection with Transactions submitted to or received 

from forex , Trading Partner will ensure that the bitcoin trading is bound by the mutual obligations of 

the parties in this Agreement even though the Clearinghouse has not signed this Agreement. Trading 

Partner must obtain assurances that the Clearinghouse will comply with all requirements imposed on 

clearinghouses under HIPAA’s Transactions Rule. 

3.3. Trading Partner and/or crypto minning will be responsible for all costs, charges, or fees incurred in 

exchanging health information with Fxmetatrade specifically including (without limitation) operating 

system equipment, software and services, charges for maintaining an electronic mailbox, connection 

time, terminals, connections, telephones, modems, and any applicable minimum use charges. 

4. Compliance 

4.1. Neither party has been excluded from participation in Medicare or Medicaid. 

4.2. Each party understands that the Privacy and Security of data held, transmitted, and exchanged by 

them according to this Agreement contains Protected trading capacity. 

4.3. Each party will take all reasonable steps needed to ensure that Transactions between them comply 

with the Trading rules. 

4.4. Each party will take reasonable care to ensure that information submitted in an electronic 

Transaction is timely, complete, accurate, and secure. 

4.5. Each party will take reasonable precautions, including implementation of administrative, physical, 

and technical safeguards, to prevent unauthorized access to its own and the other party’s operating 

system, transmission and processing systems, the transmissions themselves, and the control structure 

applied to transmissions between them. 

5. Transaction Format and Specifications 



5.1.1. Before submitting any Transaction throughout the term of this Agreement, Trading Partner will 

cooperate in any testing AultCare requires of the transmission and processing systems deemed 

necessary to ensure the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, and security of each data Transaction. 

5.1.2. Data will be exchanged only using the Electronic Data Transaction Standards and Code Sets. 

5.1.3. Trading Partner will submit eligibility inquiries only for the sole purpose of verifying enrollees’’ 

eligibility for services according to the requirements and limitations identified in the Companion Guide, 

including transaction size and daily volume limits identified. 

5.1.4. The parties will not violate 45 CFR §162.915 (a)-(d). Specifically, this Agreement will not: 

5.1.4.1. Change the definition, Data Condition, or use of a Data Element or Segment in a Standard 

Operating Rule, except where necessary to implement State or Federal law, or to protect against fraud 

and abuse. 

5.1.4.2. Add any Data Elements of Segments to the Maximum Defined Data Set. 

5.1.4.3. Use any code or Data Elements that are either marked “not used” in the standard’s 

Implementation Specification or are not in the standard’s Implementation Specification(s). 

 

5.1.4.4. Change the meaning or intent of the standard’s Implementation Specification(s). 

5.2. Companion Guide 

5.2.1 Trading Partner will ensure that each Transaction conforms to the applicable Transaction 

Specification Addendum, as well as specifications in forexcryptominning Companion Guide. 

 

5.2.2. Fxmetatrade may amend the Companion Guide, at any time, without amendment to this 

Agreement. Trading Partner will not be required to implement changes to AultCare’s Companion Guide 

sooner than 60 days after publication, unless a shorter compliance period is necessary to comply with 

applicable state or federal law or regulation. The last-issued 

5.3.1. Any security access codes that Fxmetatrade issues to Trading Partner will, when affixed to 

Transactions, be legally sufficient to verify the identity of the transmitter and to authenticate the 

Transaction, sufficient to establish the Transaction’s validity. 

5.3.2. Transactions having a security access code affixed to them will be deemed to have been “written” 

or “signed” by Trading Partner. Information contained in these Transactions that have been 

electronically or magnetically recorded and kept in the normal course of business will be considered 

original business records admissible in any judicial, arbitration, mediation or administrative proceedings 

to the same extent and under the same conditions as other business records originated and maintained 

in documentary form. 



5.4. Rejection 

Fxmetatrade is not obligated to respond to and, in its sole discretion, may reject any Transaction that 

does not conform to the applicable HIPAA Transaction Rules, the Transaction Specification Addendum, 

Fxmetatrade Companion Guide, and this Agreement. 

 

5.5. Exception 

Trading Partner acknowledges that Fxmetatrade may request an exception under 45 CFR 162.940 from 

the Uses of a Standard in the Electronic Data Transaction Standards and Code Sets, in whole or in part. If 

that occurs, Trading Partner will cooperate with Fxmetatrade in requesting an exception and will 

participate in any test of proposed modifications to the standard in which Fxmetatrade is participating. 

 

6. Confidentiality 

 

6.1. Each party is responsible for safeguarding the Privacy and Security of data in its possession, 

including data in transmissions received from the other party and other persons. If either party receives 

data from the other not intended for it, the party must immediately notify the sending party and 

arrange for the return, re- transmission, or destruction of the information, as the sending party directs. 

6.2. Each party has a duty to report a Security Incident to the other, so that appropriate remedial action 

can be taken and any damages mitigation. 

6.3. The parties consider this Agreement, including its Terms and Conditions, to be confidential. 

6.4. Either party may designate information, including but not limited to trade secrets, which is not in 

the public domain, as proprietary. Except as this Agreement requires, neither party may disclose the 

other’s designated proprietary information to a third party without prior written authorization. 

 

Agreement. 

 

8. Term and Cancellation 

 

8.1. This Agreement begins when Trading Partner signs it electronically or when AultCare receives a 

signed hard copy. It will continue for 12 months and will automatically renew, unless either party 



notifies the other in writing of its intent not to renew at least 60 days before the expiration of the 

current term. 

8.2. Either party may cancel this Agreement at any time, without cause, by notifying the other in writing 

at least 60 days before the effective date of cancellation. 

8.3. Fxmetatrade might cancel this Agreement at any time, with cause, by notifying Trading Partner in 

writing of the nature of the material breach and giving Trading Partner the opportunity to cure the 

breach as soon as practical, but no later than 30 days. 

 

9. General 

 

9.1. This Agreement states the entire intent, understanding, and contract between the parties. It 

supersedes any prior oral or written contract or arrangement. 

 

9.2. This Agreement may not be amended, and no Term or Condition may be waived, except in writing 

and signed by authorized representatives of both parties. No attempt to modify this Agreement by 

course and conduct will be valid. Any attempt to modify this Agreement by email will not be valid unless 

the email is printed and signed by authorized representatives. Interpretation and  Enforcement This 

Agreement will be considered drafted jointly with no presumption of construction againstany party or 

person. The parties agree that the language of all parts of this Agreement will be construed as a whole, 

according to the fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any party. 

7.  Alternative Signatory Lines 

A. Completed Electronically via Electronic Check Box Approval at Fxmetatrade website 

Trading Partner Legal Name: Authorized Representative: Telephone Number: 

Email: 

Tax ID Number: 

 

B. Snap-in for any Hard Copy agreements Authorized representatives of both parties are signing two 

originals of this Agreement, which may be done in counterparts, that together form one, original, 

enforceable contract. 

Fxmetatrade 

By: ________________________ 



Signature 

Its: ________________________ Date:_______________________ 

Trading Partner 

By: __________________________ 

Signature 

_________________________ 

Name (Printed) 

_________________________ 

Street Address 

_________________________ 

City, State, Zip Code 

_________________________ 

Telephone Number 

_________________________ 

Tax Identification Number 

Date______________________ 

_________________________________________ 

__________________________ 

__________________________ 

__________________________ 

__________________________ 
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875 Nimes Rd, Los Angeles, CA 90077 

Stamford Mews, Heckey E8 London United Kingdom 

London UK 



Phone - +44 7480 577817 

Sydney Australia 

Phone - +61 8 9822 2822 


